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Power words e.g. a flood, tsunami, tide, wave, avalanche, surge, swelling, and others hide 
much of the human drama by alluding to magnitude and the mere pace of the phenomenon. 

Depiction of migration as akin to an elemental natural force –
particularly with various water analogies.



Introduction

• Following Russia’s invasion of parts of Ukraine, millions of Ukrainians fled their homes.

• Also significant Russian exodus 

• Facing an influx of refugees, attitudes and policies vary across Europe

• Ukrainian refugees generally embraced, Russian shunned 

• Ukrainians: Immense – well deserved solidarity, widespread accommodation and 
heart-warming policies. Response revealed also structural racism and discrimination.

• Russians: mixed feelings, reasonable reservation, but also Russophobia, moral 
concerns (Russia is a state sponsor of terrorism,  committing war crimes in a 
“genocidal” war in Ukraine; entire country culpable)



Double standards

Attitude of toward Ukrainian refugees 
fundamentally different from the attitude 
toward refugees from, say, Yemen, Syria, 
Palestine. 

Response to refugees reflect geographical, 
geopolitical and racist considerations. 

Acceptance based on skin color, language, 
religion, and place of birth rather than on 
victim status.



Double standards

Ukraine "relatively civilized, relatively European" 

CBS foreign correspondent Charlie D'Agata

“This time, war is wrong because the people look 
like us. It is not in a poor, remote country 
anymore."

British politician Daniel Hannan in The Telegraph 

“It’s really emotional for me because I see 
European people with blue eyes and blond hair 
being killed.”

David Sakvarelidze
Ukraine’s Former Deputy Chief Prosecutor



Number of Ukrainian refugees leaving the country

Sources: UNHCR and ECB calculations.





Refugees from Ukraine recorded across 
Europe

• 8,157,230 (20 Mar 2023)

Refugees from Ukraine registered for 
Temporary Protection or similar national 
protection schemes in Europe

• 4,946,920 (20 Mar 2023)

Source - UNHCR, Government

https://data.unhcr.org/population/?widget_id=389244&sv_id=54&population_group=5480


EUrope’s Selective Dehumanisation 
Bueno Lacy & van Houtum (2023)

• Ukrainian refugees welcomed – rightfully so – stark contrast with the 
illegalisation, push-backs, deportation, and fatal passiveness towards others 

• EU has extended the benefits of its Temporary Protection Directive 
exclusively to Ukrainians – African labour migrants and refugees residing in 
Ukraine excluded from the policy’s scope.

• Just as Ukrainian refugees are being integrated without much hassle, 
EUropean governments and media keep denouncing refugees as a ‘burden’

• Attempt to rationalise discrimination as geographical common-sense 
dismisses the actual causes and implications of the phenomenon

• The West politicized the refugee issue in an attempt to harm Russia by 
welcoming Ukrainian refugees – downplaying in so doing their own moral 
obligations  (Laine 2022)



Russia: Historic Exodus

Photo: Zurab Tsertsvadze



"I'm ashamed to be Russian" - "No war."

Photo: Dmitry Serebryakov

Mobile mobilisation enlistment office"No war with Ukraine! Putin must resign!"

Anton Vaganov
Kirill Kudryavtsev



A mishmash 
of responses



• FIN, but also the Baltic States, acknowledge 
the risks of a hardline policy toward those 
fleeing Russia yet point to the security problem 
they may present

• many newcomers welcomed the war, yet they 
themselves don't want to join > value clash 

• polls suggest that support in Russia for was stands 
at 72-75 %

• GER and FRA, further away, more relaxed

• larger populations

• tradition to provide protection to refugees

• GER grant residency to conscientious objectors.



Fight for hearts 
and minds

• Latvian FM, E. Rinkevics, fleeing Russians “are security risks, those are counterintelligence risks. Those are risks 
of penetration, not only of people who are fleeing but also people who could be used for further covert operations”

• Estonia’s FM, U. Reinsalu, all countries need  

• to be very cautious about whom they are letting in from Russia, and whom not.” 

• “Officials of Ukraine tell us that the saboteurs and operatives of the Russian security services entered 
Ukraine months, years before the war,” he said. “Also, many of the operatives of [the] Russian security 
services responsible for poisonings, explosions, et cetera, used tourist visas and false identities.”

• “It would be immoral to accept business or even leisure activities of the aggressor state's citizens as if 
nothing has happened,”

• “There is a genocide going on, sponsored literally by the tax money of these people who would like to go in 
any direction to leave Russia.”

• GER MEP Viola von Cramon,“There are people who had to flee, but they are not all dissidents. There are also 
opportunists who were benefiting from the regime, and there will be a lot of FSB agents as well



"The mask has now come 
off and only the cold face 

of war is visible"



Growing cross-party 
support for Russia border 
fence





“In our hearts you've 
already won”

• Zelenskyy: "Finns understand 
what Ukraine is going through with 
Russia”

• Marin: “Finland is united in 
support of Ukraine's cause”



Three phases of 
Russian emigration

1. Immediately after Russia invaded Ukraine, journalists, politicians, and 
tech workers fled

• to evade criminal prosecution for exercising free speech regarding the invasion. 

• Mar 2022: President Vladimir Putin introduced prison sentences of up to 15 
years for publishing "fake news" about Russian military operations.

2. 〜 July 2022: middle and upper class people, parents who had to wait for 
their children's school year to end,  people with businesses.

• June 2022: expected that 15,000 millionaires would leave Russia in 2022

3. Following Putin's announcement of partial mobilization on 21 Sept 2022

• hundreds of thousands (700,000?) of male citizens fleeing

• Many to Kazakhstan, Serbia,] Turkey, UAE, Georgia, and Finland

• Putin signed a decree introducing prison terms of up to 15 years for wartime 
acts, including voluntary surrender and desertion during mobilization or war.
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